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OUR DAILY RHYTHM/SCHEDULE Of ACTIVITIES 

7:00 am – Arrivals: Breakfast/Creative Play/Food Prep 
 At the heart of our early childhood program is our understanding that self-initiated play and hands-on learning is critical to the healthy 
development of all young children, so we allow ample time for creative play each morning. We provide children with simple toys made from 
natural materials, like scarves, puppets, wooden blocks, shells, acorns and even stones collected from their nature walks. These materials 
nourish the child’s developing senses, exercise their creative muscles and help develop their emerging fine motor skills. Structures that they 
can move, crawl over and into, and explore with their whole bodies help develop gross motor coordination. Upon arrival, children are warmly 
greeted by teacher/caregiver at arrival time, who helps to ease the separation from parents and encourage creative play time. Breakfast is 
served to those who have not yet eaten at home. As the children settle in, finish breakfast and engage in creative play, the teacher begins to 
wash and prep the veggies, fruit, and other ingredients needed for the day. Interested children join in. 
 
9:00 am – Circle Time / Infants’ 1st Nap 
After breakfast children take part in the cleaning-up process in preparation for the next activity. We then start our day with some group 
games, exercises, yoga, and/or meditation. Young children come to know and understand the world around them though movement. 
Our circle time lets the children shift naturally into their joy of movement, while stimulating their imagination. Woven out of familiar daily 
activities and experiences of nature, the rhymes and songs of our circle time nourish the child’s language development, stimulate their 
natural delight in singing and invite them to participate in a flowing rhythm, leading into vigorous physical movement during the last 10-15 
minutes. 
 
 
9:35 AM - Outdoor Work & Play (Weather Permitting): Visual Arts, Handwork, and Practical Activities 
Nature Nest aims to deepen students’ connection to nature as we spend most of our day outside. Daily walks, gardening activities, painting, 
and circle and story time often take place outdoors in our beautiful yard/outdoor classroom. Our indoor classroom and living space will 
shelter us in extreme weather, when we nap, paint, bake bread and engage in other nurturing activities. When age-appropriate, painting, 
coloring, modeling, felting, sewing and finger knitting are just a few examples of the artistic activities in our program.  
 
 
11:15 am - Lunch 
Teacher/Caregiver assists the children in a family style lunch, where children’s independence and self-help skills are encouraged, and proper 
table manners are modeled. After which, children and teachers partake in cleaning up by wiping tables and chairs and washing dishes as 
waterplay. 

12:00 PM - Story Time & Puppetry  
When children are told a story, they develop an ability to listen, to remember, to sequence the elements of a story, to hear the subtleties of 
characterization, and perhaps most important, to imagine. As they listen, they, “think the pictures,” creating a strong foundation for their 
emerging literacy skills. This is extremely important in today's day in age as children are so often exposed to overstimulation and the noise of 
digital media.  While reading, storytelling, or acting out a puppet show, the provider's pacing, intonation, gestures and expression all support 
the children’s growing vocabulary, listening comprehension and attention span. 
 
12:30 PM – Rest Time / Infants’ 2nd nap  
Rest is an essential part of the day for the children when they get to recharge. After lunch, children are provided with an opportunity to sleep 
or simply rest. Lights are dimmed, lavender is diffused, and soft music is played to ease the transition. Children are often led through a brief 
relaxation yoga breathing, or meditative session prior to rest time. 
 
2:30 PM – Wake-Up/Snack preparation 
As children awaken, they are nurtured by caregiver/teacher with hair brushing and together begin to ease into snack preparation. 

3:00 PM – Snack 
A healthy snack is served followed by clean up together. 

3:40 PM – Outdoor Work & Play Continued… 
 
4:45 PM – Story Time & Puppetry / Closing Circle / Younger Infants’ 3rd Nap 
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